The transport phenomena inside a battery have been attracting a lot of attention. Accurate measurement of parameters such as diffusion coefficients in both the solution phase and the solid phase of a battery can help in understanding what is occurring inside it and ways to improve its performance. The extraction of solid phase diffusion coefficient, D s , of an intercalation electrode in a lithium-ion battery from ac impedance measurement is of great interest to us. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Basically, the impedance data from either the semi-infinite diffusion region or the transition region of the Nyquist plots are used to estimate this parameter.
Among the methods developed to estimate D s of a lithium-ion electrode, the Yu et al. modified electrochemical impedance spectroscopy ͑EIS͒ method 6 seems to be very useful. It was an extension of the Haran et al. model 7 of a metal hydride electrode for alkaline batteries. Both models are based on the assumption that there is no solution diffusion limitation inside the working porous electrode pellet and each spherical active material particle behaves identically and has the same reaction current density on its surface. One advantage of the Yu et al. model, compared to other approaches such as traditional Warburg approach, potential intermittent titration technique ͑PITT͒ and galvanostatic intermittent titration technique ͑GITT͒, is that we are not required to know exactly the parameters such as the steady-state lithium-ion concentration, c 0 , surface concentration, c s , of intercalation species lithium on the solid particle, open-circuit potential ͑OCP͒ gradient dU/dx inside the porous electrode, molar volume, V m , of the lithiated material, and effective surface area per unit mass ''A'' of the porous electrode. [8] [9] [10] [11] Another advantage, compared to the traditional Warburg approach, is that the impedance data with even lower frequency, which are supposed to be dominated even more likely by the solid phase diffusion, are used for the estimation of D s . It is easy to realize this by the fact that the traditional Warburg approach uses the impedance data with gradient or slope in the Nyquist plot equal to Ϫ1 and the modified EIS method uses the data with gradient more negative than Ϫ1.5, which has even lower frequency.
The Yu et al. model has limitation here. We have no assurance that there is large difference between the values of solution phase diffusion coefficient, D, and solid phase diffusion coefficient, D s . As a result, the ignorance of solution phase diffusion limitation might be a problem. Furthermore, porous electrodes tend to make the reaction current nonuniformly distributed due to unmatched potential drop in both solution and solid phase caused by their different conductivity. Hence, the validity of the estimation of D s in the lab by the Yu et al. work is not guaranteed.
Doyle et al. 12 investigated the possibility of estimating the parameter D s from the impedance response of a commercial lithiumpolymer cell, which consists of a porous intercalation positive electrode LiTiS 2 and a lithium foil negative electrode. They showed that only when the true value of solid phase diffusion coefficient of an intercalation electrode is small enough, i.e., less than 10 Ϫ13 cm 2 /s for the LiTiS 2 electrode in their work, they could get a relatively reliable estimation of this parameter from the impedance data of a full commercial cell using the existing methods in the literature. They concluded that the low frequency spectrum needs to be dominated by diffusion impedance in the solid phase if a valid estimation of D s is desired. The value of 10 Ϫ13 cm 2 /s of D s of the LiTiS 2 electrode seems to be the threshold order of magnitude for such domination in their case. Even though they were estimating D s from the impedance response of a full cell instead of a working electrode, their result is still persuasive since the contribution to the total impedance from the separator and counter electrode region combined is negligible in the low frequency region, compared to that from the working electrode. This is seen from Fig. 3 of their work. Unfortunately, they did not discuss in their work what we could do in order to get a reliable estimation of D s assuming the true value of D s to be around 10 Ϫ10 cm 2 /s or higher, the order of magnitude for lithium intercalation electrode often referred in literature. In this communication, our objective is to find out the experimental conditions under which we can safely estimate the D s of lithium in a carbon electrode from ac impedance by using the modified EIS model of Yu et al. 6 For the case where this method is bad for the estimation, an alternate method is provided and discussed. A Swagelok T-cell structure consisting of porous carbon intercalation working electrode, one lithium foil counter electrode, and one lithium foil reference electrode is considered ͑Fig. 1͒. This figure is similar to Fig. 1 in Ref. 6 except that we treat the working electrode as the superposition of two continua, one representing the solution and the other representing the solid matrix, instead of as an assembly of identically behaved spherical particles. The procedure in our study is first, we solve the model equations based on the macroscopic porous electrode theory and concentrated electrolyte theory for the T-cell to generate synthetic impedance data; then, we apply the modified EIS method to extract the value of D s from these data. And then, we are able to evaluate the accuracy of estimation by comparing the estimated value of D s with the true parameter value we give as input in our model equations for the impedance simulation. In this work, the effect of some parameters, such as the exchange current density, i 0 , solid phase conductivity, , thickness ␦, active material particle size, R s , porosity , and volume fraction of inert material, inert ͑filler plus conducting material͒ of a porous carbon electrode, solution phase diffusion coefficient, D, and lithium-ion transference number, t ϩ 0 , on the reliability of D s estimation is studied. The impedance response of the working electrode in reference to a lithium foil adjacent to the interface of the working electrode and separator is used for the extraction of D s . According to Haran et al., 7 the faradaic impedance of an electrode with the intercalation material particle of spherical shape is written as
where Rs is the overpotential at the particle surface ͑radius r ϭ R s ͒, I is the reaction current on the surface, j is the imaginary number, ͱϪ1, and 0 is the modified Warburg prefactor expressed
where V is the volume of the working pellet electrode, J is the specific current per unit mass of active material, m is the mass of active material, and a is the surface area per unit volume of the electrode. After separating the impedance of expression 1 into the real part Z Re and the imaginary part Z Im , one gets the gradient of the impedance curve in the transition region of the Nyquist plot ͑see 
where
In our work, the gradient at each available impedance data point in the transition region is calculated numerically by
This numerical calculation of the gradient works satisfactorily here, since we have as many as 100 points per decade of frequency in our simulation. Next, we can either use a nonlinear parameter estimation technique to get the estimation of D s from the calculated impedance gradient data or determine the value of ⌿ at each available data point and then obtain D s by substitution into expression 6 of the frequency value at that point and the radius of solid particles. Finally, the validity of the estimation of D s is evaluated by the accuracy of estimation
In this work, a carbon intercalation electrode with 50% state-ofcharge is considered.
Mathematical Model
The model equations used in this pseudo-two-dimensional model for the Swagelok T-cell, one-dimensional with respect to spatial direction x, and pseudo-second dimensional with respect to radial direction inside each spherical particle, are similar to those used by Doyle et al. 12 Conservation of charge in the porous carbon electrode is given by
with the assumption that the double-layer capacitance c dl is constant and independent of the solution phase concentration and potential. 12 Equation 10 is used to account for the material balance in the solution phase where the effective diffusion coefficient, D eff , is related to the bulk solution diffusion coefficient, D, by expression 11 to account for tortuosity of diffusion path inside the electrode
Application of Ohm's law in the solid phase and solution phase yields
where the solid phase effective conductivity, eff , and the solution phase effective conductivity, eff , are related to bulk solid conductivity and bulk solution conductivity by expressions
to account for the actual path of the conducting species.
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The electrode kinetics relationship is assumed to follow a simple Butler-Volmer equation, Eq. 16. The electrochemical reaction on the carbon particle surface is given elsewhere
In Eq. 16, the equilibrium potential, U, is fitted from the experimental data 14 by
where the surface concentration, c s of the active material carbon particle is related to Eq. 18, which describes the solid phase diffusion of Li in the spherical carbon particle, and its boundary conditions 19 and 20
For the separator region, material balance leads to
and Ohm's law leads to the same form of equation as Eq. 13 except that the solution phase current density i 2 is equal to the total current density I, which does not change with x. For the counter electrode, a similar form of Butler-Volmer equation to that of Eq. 16 is also assumed. Then, we have Eq. 22 for the counter lithium foil electrode after the consideration of double layer charging and discharging
The local equilibrium potential of the counter electrode is zero, independent of the activity of Li or Li ϩ , in reference to a lithium foil electrode
After a similar mathematical treatment of the above equations to that of the Doyle et al. work, 12 finally we have the following equations in the frequency domain
where Eq. 24-29 are used for the porous electrode and Eq. 30-33 for the separator. Note that j n,f,Re and j n,f,Im that appeared in Eq. 24-27 are related to ⌽ 1,Re ,⌽ 1,Im ,⌽ 2,Re , and ⌽ 2,Im by Eq. A-1 to A-8.
The boundary conditions for the above Eq. 24-33 are tabulated in Table I .
The real and imaginary parts of impedance of the working electrode are given by
In this work, we treat the total perturbation current, I, as the input perturbation signal with purely real unity value.
Numerical Solution
We In order to resolve the impedance response more appropriately in our work, especially in the high frequency limit, we discretize unevenly the thickness of the porous electrode as well as that of the separator region. In this work, dense node points are applied to the regions adjacent to the interfaces between the porous electrode and separator and between the separator and counter electrode. To transform the differential equations Eq. 24-33 to the algebraic ones, we approximate the derivatives of each dependent variable by using three-point finite difference method. Finally, the solution vector Y is found by evaluating the residual vector DELTA
DELTA ϭ G͑X,Y͒ ͓35͔
where G(X,Y) is the governing equation vector in the residual form. Y has the structure of
The impedance of the whole cell can be obtained by
and the impedance of the porous electrode in reference to a lithium foil electrode at the interface of the porous electrode and separator is given by Table I . The boundary conditions for the governing equations in frequency domain. We set I ϭ 1 AÕcm 2 in our work for convenience.
Boundary conditions
Results and Discussion
The base values of all the parameters used for the T-cell system under consideration are tabulated in Table II . A demonstration of the simulated impedance response of the full T-cell, as well as the contribution to the full cell impedance from each region, with base parameter values put in the model equations described above is seen in Fig. 2 . The high frequency loop of the full cell impedance curve is overlapped by two semicircles. The appearance of first impedance maximum is caused by the relative combined domination of impedance of the counter electrode and separator region. The second maximum is caused by the relative domination of the impedance from the porous carbon electrode. One can realize this by looking at the difference among the high frequency impedance loops simulated by using different parameter values of the exchange current density of both the porous and counter electrodes.
Parameter estimation by the modified EIS method.-Given the values of all the parameters, we are able to generate, by solving the model equations Eq. 24-33, a set of simulated impedance data over a wide range of frequency. The transition region of the Nyquist plot of the simulated impedance data can be used to get D s back by the modified EIS method. We assume that the synthetic impedance data generated by solving the model equations for the T-cell in this work are ''real'' enough to represent the actual impedance behavior of such cell in the lab. As a result, the validity of applying the modified EIS method to the estimation of D s in a carbon electrode can be evaluated after comparing the estimated value with the true value of D s that we put in our model equations.
To start with, we have to justify which section of the transition region should be used for the estimation of D s with a desired accuracy. The accuracy of estimation of D s ͑for several different true values of D s while keeping all the other parameters to their base values͒ from the impedance data in the transition region of Nyquist plot with the gradient ranging from Ϫ1.5 to Ϫ15 is given in Fig. 3 as a function of gradient. Maple's fsolve is used here. We observe that the accuracy is better when the gradient is more negative than Ϫ4.0, compared to the region, from Ϫ1.5 to Ϫ2.5, adopted by Yu et al. 6 However, data points with gradient more negative than Ϫ12.0 are likely to involve large error due to the round-of error caused by small change of the real part of impedance. Therefore, the transition region with gradient ranging from Ϫ4.0 to Ϫ12.0 is used in this work for the estimation of D s . We also find that it is feasible to get a reliable estimation of D s by using the modified EIS method when the true value of this parameter is less than 3.9 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 cm 2 /s. One needs to know that assigning different base values other parameters, such as kinetics, from the ones in Table II 15, 16 is employed to get D s back from the simulated impedance response of the working electrode in the remaining part of this work. The algorithm of this technique for the modified EIS method involves the following steps: First, assume initial guesses for the parameter vector b, which actually has only one element D s in this case. Then, evaluate the Jacobian matrix J from Eq. 3, 4, 5, and 6. Next, use Eq. 39 to obtain the correction parameter vector ⌬b
where Y* and Y are the objective function vector with experimental and estimated values, respectively. After this, a new estimate of the parameter vector is evaluated from Eq. 40
where m is the number of corrections done. The estimation of D s converges successfully to a value when the correction vector ⌬b becomes very small. As stated before, for the modified EIS method to work well, the surface of each spherical particle in the porous electrode should have uniform reaction current distribution. Figure 4 demonstrates this, where a nonlinear reaction current inside the porous electrode exists for the true value of D s greater than 3.9 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 cm 2 /s. The characteristics of a porous electrode tend to make this current nonuniformly distributed. In order to use safely the modified EIS method, we need to make sure that the uniform reaction current distribution on each particle surface is present.
Through a simplified porous electrode model, Newman 17 derived two dimensionless groups, the dimensionless current density Eq. 41 and the dimensionless exchange current density Eq. 42, that could be used to judge the uniformity of the reaction current distribution inside the porous electrode.
In the above two expressions, ⌬ and ␥ 2 are ratios of the competing effects of the ohmic potential drop and slow electrode kinetics. For large values of either ⌬ or ␥ 2 , the ohmic effect dominates, and as a result, the reaction distribution is nonuniform. For small values of both ⌬ and ␥ 2 , the reaction distribution is more uniform. In our work, the importance of such parameters as the exchange current density i 0 , thickness ␦ and specific surface area per unit volume a of the porous electrode to the valid estimation of solid phase diffusion coefficient is investigated. Since Newman's simple model does not consider solution diffusion limitation, the effect of the solution diffusion coefficient on the validity of estimation of D s is also discussed in this paper. The superimposition of both solution phase diffusion and solid phase diffusion is believed to be present in the diffusion region of the impedance plot. 12 Besides, the influence of the transference number of lithium ion is also considered. Because the specific surface area a is related to the radius of the active material particle R s , the porosity , and volume fraction of inert material inert of the porous electrode by expression 43 for the spherical particle geometry, the change of a can only be made by changing one or some of the three parameters R s , , and inert . Separate discussion on each of these parameters is carried out in this work
Newman also pointed out that the reaction current in a porous electrode is somewhat more uniform as the value of solid phase effective conductivity and solution phase effective conductivity approach each other. By changing the solid phase conductivity, , and holding the solution phase conductivity, , constant, we can check the validity of D s estimation. Figure 5 shows that the change of solid phase conductivity has no apparent effect on the estimation accuracy when у 0.001 S/cm, eff у eff in this case, by the modified EIS method over the true D s range under study here. Thus, the accuracy of estimation by the modified EIS method is insensitive to the relative size of two conductivity parameters of both phases. Figure 6 reveals approximately similar phenomena to the above one. The estimation by the modified EIS method is insensitive to the magnitude of exchange current for the case studied here. This information seems to be helpful since knowing the exact kinetics parameter value is not required in order to get a valid estimation of D s . Figure 7 shows that, except for very small true values of D s , the estimation accuracy tends to decrease as the radius of carbon particle decreases. We can explain this result by noting that the decrease of particle size not only facilitate the diffusion of lithium inside the solid particle ͑shorter diffusion path͒ but also increases the surface area of the electrode. All these lead to the increased reaction capability on the particle surface, which has the similar effect to that of having a larger exchange current density i 0 in Newman's dimensionless group 42. On the other hand, bigger particle size favors improved accuracy of the estimation of D s .
The significance of the change of the porous electrode porosity to the validity of D s estimation is revealed in Fig. 8 . For each curve, which corresponds to a fixed true value of D s , the estimation becomes better as the porosity increases. When porosity reaches such a value that the summation of porosity and the volume fraction of invert material inert approaches unity, the estimation is good even for large true values of D s . The volume fraction of inert material plays a similar role on the validity of D s estimation, which is demonstrated in Fig. 9 . The above two results seem to be encouraging since we might be able to get a good estimation of D s if we try to make the summation of and inert approach 1. However, a small amount of loading of active material-carbon particles is required in either case. The mechanical strength of the porous electrode could be a problem if we increase the porosity so much, and the inert material could be not completely inert to lithium intercalation if we increase the volume fraction of this parameter. These things must be taken into account when we prepare electrode for impedance measurement in the lab.
The effect of different electrode thickness on the accuracy of estimation of D s is studied by, first, changing the base value of carbon particle radius to 2 m. Then the validity of estimation of D s is investigated for the electrode thickness ␦ ranging from 10 to 1000 m. As we can see from Fig. 10 , the accuracy of D s estimation increases as ␦ decreases. Since large particle size favors a good estimation of D s , as is already shown in Fig. 7 , a further improvement of estimation might be possible if we hold the particle size to the base value and decrease the electrode thickness to a very small value, such as 50 m. However, attention must be paid in this case to check if we can use safely the macroscopic model, since the local average quantities might be inappropriate if the electrode thickness is not large compared to the active material particles. 18 The importance of the solution phase transport of lithium ion to the porous electrode is shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . When the parameter value of solution phase diffusion coefficient is very large, such as 7.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 cm 2 /s, the accuracy of D s estimation is good for all the true values of D s ranging from 3.9 ϫ 10 Ϫ12 to 3.9 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 cm 2 /s. This is demonstrated in Fig. 11 . When the value of the solution phase diffusion coefficient decreases, valid estimation of D s exists only for very small true value of it. From this result, we may suspect that the limited ability of solution phase transport is responsible for the nonlinear reaction current distribution inside the porous electrode and, as a consequence, the bad estimation of D s .
Further evidence is given in Fig. 12 , where the estimation accuracy for all the true values of D s is high when the transference number of lithium ion is close to 1. In this case, the solution phase concentration of lithium ion is actually uniform inside the porous electrode because the solution phase diffusion resistance is absent. Under the condition where there is no solution phase transport limitation, the estimation of D s seems to be always good.
To summarize the above results, let us consider a dimensionless group 44, which can be understood as the ratio of two time constants for solid phase diffusion and solution phase diffusion. The accuracy of estimation as a function of this time constant ratio is plotted in Fig. 13 . As we can see, when the ratio of two time constants is smaller than 0.001, the estimation is completely bad; when this ratio is larger than 1.0, the estimation is very good. This dimensionless group can help us evaluate the optimal experimental conditions in the lab for a reliable estimation of D s from impedance spectrometry Unfortunately, the dimensionless group was seldom made larger than 1.0 in literature. For example, in the work of Yu et al., 6 an estimation of D s for graphite was extracted to be 1.12 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 and 6.51 ϫ 10 Ϫ11 cm 2 /s for 0 and 30% state-of-charge ͑SOC͒ at 25°C. Since the particle size was quite small, around 1.5 m in diam, and the working electrode had the thickness of 95 m, a rough value of 0.0006-0.001 of the dimensionless time constant ratio is calculated, assuming the solution phase diffusion coefficient to be 7.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 cm 2 /s, the porosity to be 0.4 and the volume fraction of inert material to be 0.1. This reminds us that their estimation might involve large error if all the assuming parameter values were appropriate. As another example, consider a LiTiS 2 electrode discussed by Doyle et al. 12 When the true value of D s is smaller than 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ13 cm 2 /s in Table II of their work, they had a reasonable estimation with the use of traditional Warburg approach. The dimensionless group for this value equals 1.0, which agrees with our result from the carbon electrode that a valid estimation of D s is possible under this condition.
Since the modified EIS method cannot give us a reliable estimation if the dimensionless group is much less than 1.0, a ''full model'' method is developed as a strategy to address such situation.
Numerical parameter estimation by a full model.-By full model we mean we apply the same form of model equations Eq. 24-33, as are also used for the generation of simulated impedance data, for the estimation of D s . This method is expected to work very well when we know the values for all the other parameters exactly. However, some parameters are very hard to be known with high accuracy, such as the exchange current density. Therefore, it is desired that we are still able to get a good estimation of D s when the values of some other parameters are not assigned correctly. As an analogy to the modified EIS method, the gradient in the transition region is chosen to be the objective function here. We can write the gradient of Nyquist plot as an implicit function 45 of frequency and all the parameters
Basically, a similar nonlinear parameter estimation technique to the one discussed above is also used here to get D s back except that we have to resort to the numerical calculation for each element of the Jacobian matrix Eq. 46
where J i,1 refers to the ith element of the one-dimensional matrix.
As is the case for the modified EIS method, we expect that some of the parameters in the full model might not be important and would not require the exact knowledge of the their values. Thus, it is important to determine the sensitivity of the model predictions to changes in the model parameters. If the model predictions are relatively insensitive to one or more of the parameters, then a fairly wide range of values for these insensitive parameters could be used without significantly affecting the predictions of the model. The sensitivity of the model predictions to changes in parameters is determined here by monitoring the change in the gradient of the Nyquist impedance curve. While holding all the other parameters constant, the parameter of interest is perturbed slightly and the resulting change in impedance gradient ranging from Ϫ4.0 to Ϫ12.0 is noted. We can find the sensitivity coefficient, SC i , of that parameter by Eq. 47, following the same formula adopted by Evans and White
and where P i and P i * are the perturbed value and the reference value of parameter i, respectively. (dZ Im /dZ Re ) j is the value of the impedance gradient when using P i , and (dZ Im /dZ Re ) j * is the value when using P i * . Finally, n is the number of data points over which the gradients are compared. Figure 14 gives the sensitivity of the impedance gradient to all the parameters that are important to the estimation of The impedance data we collect in the lab usually involve error or noise, the origin of which might not be clear. In this work, we also include some random noise to the synthetic impedance gradient data calculated from the simulation. A random error generator by Maple VI was used to produce a group of normally distributed error, , with mean zero and variance one ͓i.e., ϳN ͑0, 1͔͒. This error is added to the synthetic gradient data ranging from Ϫ4.0 to Ϫ12.0 by
As was stated by Evans and White, 19 an estimate of a parameter has little meaning unless it is accompanied by some approximation of the possible error it possesses. Therefore, a confidence interval is needed to obtain together with the estimation. It can be calculated by the following expression
where P i is the estimate of parameter P i , t (1Ϫ␥/2),(nϪm) is the student t-distribution at (1 Ϫ ␥/2) ϫ 100% confidence level, n is the number of observations, m is the number of parameters, n Ϫ m is the degree of freedom, and S P i is the estimate of the variance for P i , which is calculated from mean square error, S E 2 , by
where J is the Jacobian matrix ͑see Eq. 46͒ and S E 2 is calculated by
A comparison of the estimation results, between the full model method and the modified EIS method, from the same synthetic impedance data with noise is tabulated in Table III . All the other parameters except D s are assumed to be known exactly to us before we apply the full model method to the estimation. As we can see, the full model does give reasonable estimations of D s for all the true As explained before, we might expect that the full model method does not require knowing exactly some of the parameters, such as solid phase conductivity, exchange current density, etc. To check this, we use the same synthetic impedance data as those used for the case in Table III . Then we assume that one of the parameters, such as the exchange current density and solid phase conductivity, is not known correctly. After this, we find the estimation of D s by assigning different values of this parameter. The results are shown in Table  IV . We observe that the two methods agree with each other when the expected true value of D s is small, i.e., less than 3.9 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 cm 2 /s in this case. We also observe that inaccurate knowledge of the values for such parameters as the exchange current density and solid phase conductivity leads to large estimation error if the true value of D s is large, where the solid phase diffusion is not the dominant process. We can suspect from this that exactly knowing the values for all the parameters discussed in this work is required if we want to use the full model to get a reliable estimation of D s from the impedance response where the modified EIS method becomes bad.
Conclusion
We conclude from above discussion that the validity of estimating D s from the impedance response of a porous intercalation electrode by the modified EIS method is not assured if we have limited capability of transport of lithium ion of the solution phase in the porous intercalation electrode. A dimensionless group, the ratio of time constant of solid phase diffusion s and that of solution phase diffusion e , is useful to evaluate the experimental conditions by using this method for a reliable estimation of D s from a porous electrode. Big particle radius, small electrode thickness, large difference of the true parameter value of D and D s , and small active material loading are conducive to a valid estimation of solid phase diffusion coefficient.
For the case where the modified EIS method works poorly, a full model method is provided here. However, exactly knowing the values of all the other parameters is required in order to get a valid estimation. 
